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The Quest for Quality in Universities

Lewis Evans

UALITY is determined by die operation of an organisation as a whole. In- 
W dustrial organisation literature suggests that die quality and quandty of out- 

puts are joindy determined by pricing, incendves and insdtudonal structure. 
This is because performance is largely shaped by die incendves and monitoring 
processes established by die insdtudonal structure of an organisadon, of which gov
ernance and die allocation of managerial responsibility are of paramount impor
tance.

Successful organisations have incentive structures which direct the actions of 
employees, delegate decision-making to diose individuals widi die information and 
incentives to make good decisions, and establish clear lines of responsibility and 
accountability between principals and agents at different levels of die organisation. 
The external incentives facing diese organisations determine dieir objectives and 
heavily influence internal governance and management arrangements.

In diis article it is argued diat the current incentives facing universities are inap
propriate to die delivery of quality and quantity in teaching and research, but diat 
modern organisational theory and practice may be applied to tertiary educational 
organisations as a means of resolving diese problems.

The Distinctive Features of Universities

Universities have distinctive features diat must be considered in the design of dieir 
governance structures and funding arrangements. The Hawke Report (Hawke et 
al., 1988), many of whose recommendations were incorporated in New Zealand’s 
Education Act 1989, suggests that diere are five such features: universities are con
cerned widi ‘more advanced learning’ and diis requires intellectual independence; 
dieir teaching and research are interdependent; diey are international in stance; diey 
are a repository of knowledge and expertise; and diey exercise die function of critic 
and conscience of society. Together, diese factors are said to set universities apart 
from odier educational institutions.

l
Modem organisational theory is taken to be that of Paul Milgrom and John Roberts (1992). Quality 

is a complex issue that touches most aspects of an organisation; many relevant topics are not men
tioned here, such as the questions o f ownership and sources of funds.
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Remarkably, the list does not include the difficulty of tangibly quantifying the 
outputs of universities. Yet many commentators would regard this characteristic as 
a key determinant of the appropriate governance and organisational structures be
cause it affects the kinds of structures and employment contracts that are appropri
ate for universities. Measurement problems make it difficult to judge the service 
that diese institutions deliver. Customers do not really know the quality of the 
learning experience either before they embark on a program or, in many cases, 
even at die conclusion. This informadon problem, which is a feature of health care 
as well as educadon, has arguably increased die weight attributed to the opinions of 
industry professionals, and contributed to the major role that professionals’ organi- 
sadons have played in influencing policy in both these industries. However, die 
compudng and communicadons advances that facilitate the assembly and compari
son of indicators of performance reduce the scope of die informadon problem.

These disdncdve features of universides may be examined in turn.
The pursuit of advanced learning is not peculiar to universides. But the ability 

to publish the results of research, and to incorporate diem in courses regardless of 
their content, does set universides apart from most (but not all) other insdtudons. 
In New Zealand, this academic freedom is enshrined in Secdon 161 of the Educa
don Act 1989. In pracdce, it makes the universides much more tolerant of dissent 
from, and cridcism of, current orthodoxies dian are other types of organisadon.

However, the bounds of academic freedom are controversial. While academic 
freedom is appropriate for the unfettered disseminadon and debate of research re
sults, it should not be regarded as a jusdficadon for inhibiting universides from tak
ing action where the performance of individuals in teaching, research and university 
management does not meet die reasonable standards that a serious university 
should set. While academic freedom will be specified in a university’s charter and 
has implications for staff employment contracts, it has minimal implications for die 
choice of a management model.

The joint production of teaching and research may be a disdncdve feature of 
universides, but it has no implications for dieir governance or management. Many 
service organisations produce multiple complementary outputs —  actuarial services 
and investment services are combined in life insurance policies, for example —  but 
such joint services raise no disdncdve managerial issues.

Even if universides are international in stance through their research networks, 
diis does not set diem apart in the way it may once have done, since the costs of 
communication have declined and its nature has changed. Certainly, diis is not a 
distinguishing feature diat would affect governance and organisational structures. 
Exacdy die same point applies to die university’s role as a repository of knowledge. 
Indeed, it is precisely here diat universities are most exposed to die hugely changed 
information and communications technologies. Universities now find themselves in

2
The production of intangible services and the concomitant asymmetric information problems in 

education are similar to those of the health sector. The latter are discussed by Richard Frank and 
David Salkever (1994).
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a viably contestable market for information services that transcends international 
boundaries.

The explicit mandate that New Zealand’s universities should exercise ‘a role as 
critic and conscience of society’ (enshrined in Section 162(4)(a)(v)) of the Education 
Act 1989) detracts from die objective of producing quality research and teaching. 
The only basis for recognising such a role for universities is the Education Act’s 
separate mandate diat university staff should carry out and publish quality original 
research. But, at die very most, the role of cridc and conscience of society must be 
secondary to die primary goal of quality research. It may actually inhibit research 
quality and undermine die values and goals of die university system by legidmising 
die involvement of university staff in wide-ranging public debate as part of their uni
versity employment, whedier or not such debate is in the area of their research and 
even if diey have no credible research record. It brings to mind Adam Smidi’s fa
mous observation diat ‘regulatory audiority is nowhere so dangerous as in the hands 
of any man who is foolish and presumptuous enough to fancy himself fit to exercise 
it’ (Smith, 1776/1976:478).

As for die measurement problems associated widi die output of universities, 
virtually all service organisations share diis feature in varying degrees. Measure
ments of services are typically crude indicators of outputs. The time spent and dis
tance travelled in a taxi, for example, are measurable, but are very poor indicators 
of die quality of die taxi service.

In sum, die distinctive features of universities do not inhibit the application of 
incentives provided under governance and organisational structures to achieve the 
institution’s goals. Universities are not special in this regard. Indeed diis is amply 
demonstrated by die operation of universities in North America and die United 
Kingdom.

Monitoring vs Incentives

There is a trade-off in organisational design between die costs of monitoring activi
ties and die costs of incentives diat encourage diese activities. It is present for 
service organisations, aldiough die nature of die trade-off does depend on die ex
tent to which outputs are quantifiable. Botii practice and the literature on organisa
tions have addressed ways of providing incentives diat encourage quality services. 
Aldiough intangible outputs cannot be quantified, judgments can be reached about 
relative performance on die basis of indicators of service provision.

The competition, or tournament, is a low-cost incentive mechanism for ensur
ing quality when output is difficult to measure. Tournaments are all-pervasive 
nowadays, bodi widiin organisations (including even universities) and between serv
ice providers. They occur where two or more agents are carrying out die same 
tasks and where the agent diat is judged superior is awarded a prize. Tournaments,

See Milgrom and Roberts (1992:ch. 8). 

See Dilip Mookhcijce (1990).
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or near tournaments arise in many organisational settings. A simple example might 
be the appointment of a CEO or a deputy CEO from among managers within a 
company.

Measurable signals about university performance can be informative. Meas
ured quality of inputs can serve as indicators of the quality of a service to customers 
and funding agencies: for example, a course taught by an academic with a significant 
publications record in its subject area is likely to be of a higher quality than a similar 
course taught by an academic widi no such record. Such measures of quality of the 
inputs and the management process form the basis of some university audits. As a 
tool of quality assurance, audits have their limitations. As diey involve subjective 
judgments, die outcomes depend partly on the identities of the auditors. Even 
when they are well done, audits indicate actual achievement (perhaps in the light of 
some benchmark) rather dian potential achievement. And benchmarks can be
come organisational goals that guide decision-making and become substitutes for 
die pursuit of excellence. Hence, reliance on audits is cosdy and can detract from 
organisadonal performance.

The costs of monitoring can be reduced by die use of incendves to perform. 
The compeddve, or tournament, insdtutional structure does provide incendves for 
excellence at a lower cost of monitoring dian would odierwise be die case. If excel
lence in teaching and research —  perhaps as judged by good internadonal standards 
—  is die central public interest, as expressed by student demand and any private or 
public funding, then die universides that succeed in a compeddve environment will 
be diose diat focus exclusively on this outcome. Blunt incendves and insdtudonal 
arrangements diat detract from diis focus will dilute die tournament and reduce die 
quality of outcomes. If persons who have not demonstrated excellence in research 
and teaching are promoted for pardcipadng in public debate or willingness to serve 
on university committees, die internal incendves for excellence are diluted.

For compeddon to be effecdve, universides need to be independent, stand
alone insdtudons diat are free to develop dieir own products, programs and disdnc- 
dve brands and reputadons. Insdtudonal arrangements diat impose collecdve con
straints radier dian promodng inter-university compeddon will require addidonal 
monitoring (including audidng) because of die reduced focus on customer sadsfac- 
don. But even if die universides did operate independendy of one another, incen
dves would remain for diem to cooperate on a range of matters, including joint 
projects.

University Objectives

The objecdve of an organisadon flows from ownership and the incendves that con
front it. Where incendves are weak, die organisadon has some scope to choose its 
own priorides. Freedom to choose objecdves affects organisadonal structures and 
die mode of management

In the case of New Zealand’s universides, the guiding incendves have been un
clear. This has been reflected in the universides’ structure and performance. The 
lack of clarity is reflected in the composidon of university councils and the man-
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agcment structures. Scope has existed for objectives other than excellence in 
teaching and research. If the choice of objectives is open, why not appoint a repre
sentative council that will, among other things, select objectives?

Following the enactment of the 1989 Education Act, universities have specified 
their objectives and have been correspondingly audited by the Ministry of Educa
tion. But even so, scope remains for choosing objectives, as is revealed by the dif
ferent objectives of different institutions. Furthermore, the emphasis is on monitor
ing benchmarks rather than incentives for excellence. The greater the number of 
objectives, and the greater the scope for choosing among them, the weaker will be 
the incentives that management and staff face for any specific objective and the 
poorer will be die performance in any subset of goals.

To illustrate die implications of muldple objecdves for universities, Evans and 
Quigley (1996) posited three explicit or implicit governance models:

1. The vice-chancellor is viewed as an agent of die staff or some subset of the staff 
such as professors or chairpersons. This suggests that the vice-chancellor should 
be viewed as akin to die managing partner of a professional partnership such as 
a law firm; that the governing body represents die staff; and that they in turn 
lease the physical assets of die university from die owners.

2. The vice-chancellor is viewed as die agent of die owners, and the council is 
viewed as a board of directors representing diese beneficial owners of die insd- 
tution.

3. The university is owned by a charitable trust, and die role of die members of die 
council is to serve as trustees to implement die mission of die university. The 
vice-chancellor is in diis case die agent of die trust. The interests of die govern
ment and odier stakeholders are met solely through die university’s need to sat
isfy its clients if it is to continue to be viable.

Any of diese diree models, rigorously applied, might provide a sound basis for 
die organisadon of a university. But since die current governance structure of New 
Zealand’s universides attempts to incorporate bodi models (1) and (2), it does not 
do jusdee to eidier of diem; and die praedees, decisions and incendves diat flow 
from it are cumbersome, opaque, and unduly centralised. The exisdng amalgam of 
models relies on die representadve mode of governance and management, partly 
because the choice of the objecdves of the insdtudon as a whole has been open and 
staff and current students have sought to influence it by representadon.

The choice of objecdves has influenced the definidon of research, not in minor 
details but to a significant extent and in matters of principle. Conceivably, New 
Zealand society is sadsfied widi individual universides determining what consdtutes 
research. But diis is unlikely to ensure diat such research reaches standards of de
monstrably ‘internadonal excellence’. Being able to choose ‘research’ means being 
able to choose die criteria by which it is evaluated. It is not being suggested diat
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New Zealand’s universities do not contain some outstanding scholars, but simply 
diat odier routes to pecuniary advancement have commonly been justified against 
odier objectives and that this has significandy affected overall university perform
ance.

If tlie stakeholders in universities desire the delivery of high-quality outputs, 
diese institutions’ range of objecdves should be limited and defined, and incentives 
put in place diat sharply focus on die chosen services.

Unbundling Research and Teaching

The incendves for ‘international excellence’ could be gready sharpened by splitting 
public funding into research and teaching components. In order to focus on this 
issue, die existence of public funding and ownership diat facilitates independent 
operation of universities is taken as given.

Under die current New Zealand system, in which the bulk of university funding 
is based simply on enrolments (adjusted for differences in subject costs), die choice 
of what constitutes research and of die weight given to it lies widi die university. 
Since it takes time to build and even to lose a reputation, bundling research and 
teaching funding creates scope for emphasis on various objectives. While audits 
can clarify a university’s claim to undertake research of international excellence, die 
university exercises discretion over any incentives for outstanding research 
achievement. There are incentives for universities to perform well under die Public 
Good Science fund in diat success does bring in some extra revenue, but most 
funds for university research are provided on die basis of numbers taught.

The purposes of university research are diree-fold. It produces research out
puts that are openly available for society’s use; it facilitates the teaching of research 
mediod; and it is a screening mechanism that determines die kinds of people who 
teach in university courses. None of diese purposes for university research de
tracts from treating die production of research and education as joint products; and, 
as pointed out by Hawke et al. (1988), joint products are often priced and funded 
separately radier dian bundled as in die New Zealand system. Unbundling would 
facilitate the specification of die kind of research required of New Zealand universi
ties (aldiough Hide leeway would be available if international excellence is demon
strably required) and would make it possible to establish strong incentives for its 
delivery. These incentives would materially restrict universities’ abilities to set dieir 
own objectives, and would give clearer signals for die encouragement of quality 
teaching as well as research.

In die United Kingdom, universities have been funded separately for teaching 
and research over die past ten years, widi very significant effects on dieir internal 
organisation, employment contracts and performance. Drawing on die UK experi
ence, the scheme would operate by separating universities’ present public funds 
into teaching and research components, and allocating the latter to subject areas of

Total institutional funding is provided as a block grant made up o f separate grants for teaching and 
research. On average, approximately 22 per cent o f  the grant is for research.
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each university according to its ranking on a scale of research excellence. The 
ranking would be determined every four years by a panel of subject experts. In the 
UK, research of demonstrably international excellence achieves the higher rankings. 
The prize for high rankings is substantial in that, all else being equal, a department 
that receives a ranking of 5 can expect to receive four times the research funds of a 
department diat is ranked at level 2.

The proposal would see research funds allocated over a period of four years to 
researchers with demonstrated research expertise without tying them to particular 
lines of inquiry and projects. Public funding of untied research over fixed periods 
does not now occur in New Zealand except in universities where the incentives for 
research performance are vague. If public funds are to be used for research, ar
guably this mode of research delivery would usefully complement existing public 
funding of research. It would offer sharp, useful competition to the priority- and 
project-oriented Public Good Science fund.

Any scheme for allocating research funds will have its problems. The ad
ministrative costs of the scheme canvassed here should be evaluated in the light of 
reductions in monitoring or auditing costs and the improved performance that 
would result. If die UK scheme were adopted in New Zealand, a central issue 
would be die selecdon of panels in a country with, pardcularly in some areas, a 
small number of demonstrably qualified research judges.

Concluding Comments

Nodiing about die characterisdcs of universities precludes consideradon of die usual 
trade-ofT between monitoring and incendves in organisadonal design. New Zea
land’s universides have faced vague incendves and this has been reflected in dieir 
muldple objeedves, operadon and performance. Monitoring can be reduced and 
much sharper incendves provided by funding research compeddvely and separately. 
Independent operadon and governance in a compeddve environment would foster 
quality universides.

Similar consideradons apply to other tertiary educadonal insdtudons. Indeed, 
die UK scheme applies to all such insdtudons diat meet certain criteria, including 
research-based ones. Splitdng funding into research and teaching, and the con
comitant compeddve allocadon, would sort insdtudons into those with different 
funedons widiout relying on audits and all that attends them. Under public funding, 
it may be possible to offer, say, two sorts of contractual arrangements: one for 
specified kinds of educadonal services that did not require ‘intemadonal research 
excellence’ and die odier for the research model discussed above. Insdtudons 
would choose one of die two arrangements widi the certain knowledge that they

Note that the theory of tournaments does suggest that the larger the asymmetric information prob
lem, the larger the prize that should optimally accompany the tournament See Mookheijee (1990).
7

A version of such an arrangement has been under consideration in the UK.
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would be evaluated, and their funding determined, against the terms of the ar
rangement diey had chosen.
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